Family Event

Babysitting is included.

Children’s activities include fossil making and finding real fossils which they will be able to take home.

Snacks at a reasonable cost.

Fossil room: located downstairs (elevator available). Open between sessions so you can tour it on your own as time permits. Guided tour of fossil room: 12:30-12:55 p.m.

Register on line – now!

Help us plan. Regular price is $4 for individual or $10/Immediate family.

Register and pay by November 10, 2011 and use the 1/2 price coupon from the website.

Details at: www.stlucascc.org

Book Release: Inspired Evidence: Only One Reality. Both authors will make presentation. 432 page daily devotional based on the Bible and science.

New Data

Understand the science behind millions of years and thousands of years and see what the real timeline is.

Often one encounters very bright people, very skilled in their area of expertise, who make comments on subjects outside of their area of expertise based on one side of the Science/Bible issue. Other people then read these writings recognize the author’s skill in his expertise and assume that he has applied the same diligence of study to all of his areas of comments. As a result, they no longer see the other side of the issue as plausible and they politely listen, but no longer hear.

St. Lucas Community Church
1195 Manning Ave. N.
Lake Elmo, MN 55042

e-mail: scvcia1@juno.com

www.stlucascc.org

Additional resources: http://tccsa.tc

Science & Bible - 21st Century Understanding

Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011

Fossils
Speakers
A Family Event

Hear the latest scientific data and how it relates to the Bible.

½ price coupon through November 10

St. Lucas Community Church
1195 Manning Ave. N.
Lake Elmo, MN 55042
Sunday Worship Time
10:00 – 11:00 a.m.
Sermon: Creation and the Great Commission Why are people cold to the Gospel message? – Bruce Malone
All are welcome. No charge.

Afternoon
12:30-1:00 p.m. registration

Fossil tour: 12:30-12:55 p.m.

Opening: 1:00-1:05 p.m.
Pastor Dan Peterson, St. Lucas Community Church

1:05-2:00 p.m. Elephants in the Living Room: The BIG Evidences for Biblical Creation: Examining the major problems of the evolution model – Bruce Malone

Session 2 – 2:10-2:50 p.m.
Choose A or B for sessions 2 and 4.

Choose one: 2A. Sharing Creation Views With Your Friends: We unintentionally build obstacles. Tips for more profitable discussion. – Chuck Morris
2B – see next column

2B. Noah’s Ark – Fact or Fiction? Choose from a dozen questions regarding Noah’s Ark and the World-wide Flood – Don Slinger

3:00-3:55 p.m. The REAL Battlefront: The Age of Creation What do the various dating methods really tell us? – Bruce Malone

Session 4 – 4:05-4:45 p.m.
Choose one: 4A. Mammoths and the Ice Age: When did the Ice Age happen? What caused the ice age? How many were there? What happened to the mammoths? – Julie VonVett

4B. Biblical Longevity and Its Nutritional Implications for Today: Simple changes you can make in your life, based on longevity hints from Scripture and science – Don Slinger

4:55-5:50 p.m. Uncensored Answers: Choose from 44 topics of typical questions people ask about Creation and Science – Do you have the answers? Bruce Malone

Closing – 5:50-6:00 p.m.
Pastor Dan Peterson

Bruce Malone is a retired Dow Chemical researcher (17 patents – including materials used on the Space Station). He is an internationally known speaker and Executive Director of Search for the Truth Ministries. His latest book is co-authored: Inspired Evidence: Only One Reality

Julie Von Vett has been a full time science teacher for homeschool co-ops, teaching creation science for the past seven years. She is also a freelance speaker on worldviews and creation science. She is co-author of Inspired Evidence: Only One Reality

Chuck Morris became a Christian in his early teens and struggled with evolution, scripture, and history during his teens and early 20s. After earning a BSEE at Georgia Tech, he moved to MN where he spent most of his career in computer design and architecture. Shortly after moving to MN, he attended a night school class which began the process of opening his eyes to how science supports scripture rather than being in conflict with it. The subject of origins has been somewhere between a hobby and a passion ever since.

Don Slinger is a retired Conservation Officer for the state of Minnesota (33 years). His field and management work included enforcement and education. Since retiring, Don has taught at homeschool co-ops and volunteers with several non-profit organizations.